Project Seven Co-Due Diligence Exercise:
Evaluation of a Gas-to-Power Project
10:00am – 12:00pm daily

8th & 9th September, 2021

Zoom conference call

Introduction
With an estimated gas reserve of 188 trillion cubic feet, Nigeria has the largest natural gas reserve in Africa. However, its utilization is
far behind its peers, with Nigeria having one of the lowest Liquified Natural Gas (LPG) consumption rates per capita in the developing
world (Egypt 85kg, Indonesia 24kg. Senegal 9kg, South Africa 8.5kg, Ghana 4.7kg, Nigeria 1kg).
However, LPG usage has been rapidly increasing, given its versatility, cleanliness, and safety compared to other alternative energies.
According to the NLNG, annual domestic consumption has risen from below 500MT in 2007 to over 744,000MT today – 96.8% of
which is coastal supply (e.g. NLNG, Vitol and others into Apapa) and 3.2% of which is inland supply (e.g. PNG Gas in Delta State).
It is expected that the recently launched National Gas Expansion Programme aimed at promoting the use of LPG and CNG for
transportation, domestic cooking, power, and industrial use will further boost the current upward trend.
InfraCredit is organizing a two-day co-due diligence exercise to review and evaluate the components of an active Gas-to-Power
and LPG trading business. On the first day, the exercise will include a review of the legal, environmental and social, and financial
due diligence conducted by the various consultants engaged in the process. The management of the company being reviewed will
also deliver a presentation to participants. The second day of the exercise will feature a deep dive into the structuring and credit risk
assessment process facilitated by InfraCredit’s deal team (Origination and structuring, Credit risk).

Project Company
Asiko Energy Holdings Limited (Asiko) is a group of companies involved in trading and distributing LPG for household, commercial and
industrial use and providing Gas-to-Power solutions. It is the main shareholder in Asiko Power Limited (propane-fired captive power
plants).
Asiko has an LPG storage capacity of 1,025MT with depots in Lagos, Ogun, Abuja, Kano, Ilorin, Oshogbo, Owerri and a strategic alliance
in Niger State, using 18 LPG delivery trucks to move over 3,000MT of products monthly. The Group has also established itself as one of
Delta State.
InfraCredit is considering guaranteeing Asiko Power Limited’s private bond issues of up to NGN5 billion, commencing with an initial
7-year borrowing of up to NGN1.5 billion to finance the purchase of dual-fuel (Propane/Natural Gas) power engines and propane
logistics equipment.

Learning outcomes
By the end of the co-due diligence exercise, participants will have:
•

Gained practical knowledge and insight into the Gas-to-Power and LPG trading and distribution industries in Nigeria.

•

Engaged with Expert Technical Consultants on their evaluation of a leading Gas-to-Power solutions provider and Propane trading
and distribution business

•

Gained insight from top management (C-level) of a leading Gas-to-Power (that utilizes Propane as a fuel source) business
involved in the trading and distribution of LPG

•

Understood InfraCredit’s in-depth structuring and credit risk evaluation process of assessing the project.

Activities and Timelines
Date

Activity
Circulate Data Room Access
Participants will be granted access to the Project data room,

Wednesday

1st September, 2021

at least one-week prior to the date of the presentations and
will remain available until after the Bond Issue Date. The
data room will provide project specific information including
details of the business, regulatory and financial information.

Due Diligence Presentation
On this transaction, InfraCredit engaged the services of HD

Wednesday

8th September, 2021

Aquaearth, Detail Commercial Solicitors and Vappax Advisory
for E & S DD, Legal DD and Technical DD respectively. These
consultants would be expected to walk participants though
key findings and recommended remedial actions.

Management Presentation
Asiko Power will give a presentation to take participants
through the Company’s business, strategy and outlook.
Subsequently, participants will be given an opportunity to ask
questions about the business.

Co-Due Diligence Deep Dive
Credit Risk Process
Thursday

Discussion on the step-by-step process and considerations

9th September, 2021

made while structuring the deal.

Credit Risk Process
Discussion on the risks assessed including mitigation process
and recommendations from the credit risk team.

Responsibility

Profile of the Company
ASIKO ENERGY is a private limited liability engaged in the provision of Gas-to-Power solutions
for captive and embedded power generation as well as the trading and distribution of propane for
household, industrial and commercial use. Asiko operates as an “Off Grid” / Power distribution and
Generation provider that utilizes propane as a power source; thereby supplying industries with
energy-as-a-service for heating, cooling and power solutions and is one of the indigenous companies
operating in the mid-stream sector of the Nigerian Oil & Gas Industry.

Profile of the Consultants
DETAIL is distinct as Nigeria’s first commercial solicitor firm to specialize exclusively in non-court
room practice. DETAIL is reputed for immersing itself in the client’s business plans and road maps,
adding value to transactions in a comprehensible and tangible manner. Because their clients
value risk mitigation and dispute avoidance, DETAIL deploys its entire resources towards providing
proactive legal and commercial advice. Its key practice areas are Finance (Project Finance inclusive),
Infrastructure, Capital Markets, Corporate & Commercial (including Mergers & Acquisition), Energy
(Power, Oil & Gas), Private Equity, Real Estate & Construction, Technology and Intellectual Property.

HD AquaEarth Consulting Limited (AquaEarth Consulting) is a member company of the AquaEarth
Group alongside AquaEarth Energia and AquaEarth Technologies.
AquaEarth Consulting is focused on providing advisory services related to earth, water and
environment.

Vappax Advisory is an energy consultancy & advisory firm established in 2019 with primary focus of
providing specialized consulting and advisory services to the Energy(gas & power) sector in Nigeria &
West Africa.
Vappax Advisory offers a range of services such as technical and commercial advisory, business
development, strategic planning, research and consultancy; bringing to bear our deep experience in
the sector to enable our clients navigate the gas industry.

Profile of the Guarantor
InfraCredit is a ‘AAA’ rated specialised infrastructure credit guarantee institution backed by the
Nigeria Sovereign Investment Authority, GuarantCo and InfraCo Africa (Private Infrastructure
Development Group companies), KfW Development Bank and Africa Finance Corporation to provide
local currency guarantees and mobilize long term debt financing for infrastructure in Nigeria.
InfraCredit’s guarantees act as a catalyst to attract domestic credit from pension funds, insurance
firms and other long-term investors into credit-worthy infrastructure projects, thereby deepening the
Nigerian debt capital markets. InfraCredit operates on a commercial basis with a developmental role
and benefits from private sector governance. InfraCredit maintains the highest domestic financial
strength ratings accorded to any financial institution by Agusto & Co. and Global Credit Ratings Co.,
two of the major domestic credit rating agencies. For more information please visit www.infracredit.
ng and follow us on Linkedin and Twitter.

For further enquiries, please contact Eniola Lawal at elawal@infracredit.ng or +2348139397018.
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